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Abstract: 
Algeria has adopted since independence many development strategies، 

its ultimate goal was to achieve comprehensive development، but with the diffe-
rent stages undergone by the Algerian economy in its history، most of the poli-
cies do not respond the legitimate requirements for Algerians (the improvement 
of living standards، the continent is creating jobs، and so on). 

Algeria، a country that has suffered and continues to suffer from high 
unemployment، which saw in the previous period due to the pétrolière1986 cri-
sis، a wave of major investments، allowed to absorb a large part of the hand -
d'œuvre. 

But by the year 1986، unemployment rates have grown exponentially، as 
the government became unable to create jobs، because of the decline in state 
revenues and thus reduced investment، which previously absorb a large number 
of unemployed، as evidenced by the structural reforms adopted by the Algerian 
government during the nineties، very high levels of unemployment in the wake 
of massive layoffs of workers of public institutions to reduce costs the State. 

With the advent of the third millennium the Algerian economy has re-
bound reflects positively on some economic indicators، including the labor mar-
ket، and these indicators confirm the interest and adoption of government institu-
tions to regulate the employment problem of unemployment policy، which has 
already dropped by 29% in 2000 to 17.7% in 2004 to around 10% in 2010. 

On this basis، we go through this study provide the general concepts of 
employment and unemployment in Algeria، as well as for the different programs 
applied in the Algerian economic system (for the period 2001-2014)، which was 
designed as a whole to improve the living conditions of the population، and in-
crease economic growth، the elimination of unemployment، and the introduction 
of changes in increasingly positive for the various indicators of the Algerian eco-
nomy. 
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